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22 edition of the international festival in the name of Enrico Cecchetti

CIVITANOVA DANZA IN FAMIGLIA!
Sunday July 12th
h 7 pm | Biblioteca Zavatti & Giardini [ex Casa del Balilla]
MICROLAB – for children
Directed by MARA CASSIANI
APERICENA BABY & DJSET
h 8.45 pm | Cecchetti Theatre
COLLETTIVO CINETICO / TEATRO DELLE BRICIOLE
SHERLOCK HOLMES
regional premiere
A festival for the whole family, a great opportunity for adults and youngsters to have fun and to join the
start of this journey into different dance expressions. From 7pm children are the protagonists of a micro‐
dance workshop led by Mara Cassiani where they will be creating a collective small choreography. A
moment of relax with a tasty baby apericena and djset will follow, expect an original music selection and
fun ambient sounds. And to end the day at 8.45 pm is the turn of Sherlock Holmes, a genius, entertaining
and fascinating game that transforms dance into a mystery to unravel.

FESTIVAL NEL FESTIVAL
Saturday July 18th
h 4.30 pm | Hotel Miramare
CIVITANOVA DANZA FOCUS
Dance and research
What is research today? The sense but also the time and space for research in dance is the topic at the
center of this focus where experts and guests of the dance world will take the word and illustrate their
different points of view: the critic and intellectual Marinella Guatterini, the artist Francesca Pennini and a
representative of authorities and/or organizations who will give us a panoramic on the existing tools;
Gilberto Santini coordinates the discussion.
h 7 pm | Lido Cluana
HAPPYDANCEHOUR!
dance‐school (students performances)
h 8.30 pm | Cecchetti Theatre
CIE. PHILIPPE SAIRE
NEONS
Italian premiere
h 9.30 pm | Rossini Theatre
OLIVIER DUBOIS | BALLET DU NORD
LES MÉMOIRES D’UN SEIGNEUR
in cooperation with Bolzano Danza as Italian premiere
h 11.15 pm | Annibal Caro Theatre
CIVITANOVA CASA DELLA DANZA
Residency project
COMPAGNIA ENZO COSIMI
FEAR PARTY

premiere
All the theatres of the city host the first of the two Festival in the festival, a true and proper marathon
starting from the Miramare Hotel with Civitanova Danza Focus. To follow is Happydancehour! by the dance
schools of the city, at the Cecchetti Theatre is then the turn of the Italian premiere of Neons by Philippe
Saire and at the Rossini Theatre the show Les mémoires d’un seigneur by Olivier Dubois for the Ballet du
Nord. The ending event of the day is at the Annibal Caro Theatre with the awaited show Fear party by Enzo
Cosimi, premiering after a residency placed within the project Civitanova Casa della Danza.

LA NOTTE DELLE STELLE
Tuesday July 28th | Rossini Theatre
ALESSANDRA FERRI | HERMAN CORNEJO
dancing with TOBIN DEL CUORE, CRAIG HALL, DANIEL PROIETTO
EVOLUTION
regional premiere

One of the brightest stardoms of the firmament of dance is the special guest of a night dedicated to her.
We are talking about the great Alessandra Ferri, internationally recognised as one of the most important
ballet dancer of our times, she will be at Civitanova Danza with Herman Cornejo in Evolution. To Alessandra
Ferri ‐ Person of the year Prize Danza&Danza 2014 ‐ this coming back to the scenes has coincided with a
total consciousness raising of her destiny as a dancer. Meaning being a dancer intimately in the heart as
well as in the body and soul. From this necessity Evolution was born, a project that even from the title plays
on a double track: that of the evolution of an art and that of the transformation of an artist. To accompany
Alessandra Ferri in this new creative journey is Herman Cornejo, principal dancer of the American Ballet
Theatre, who is more and more stimulated to follow her refined, artistic and interpretative research. Other
dancers, artists coming from different backgrounds but deeply united by the same dance vision, are
involved. With them Alessandra interprets a series of choreographies by significant and original authors of
the present dance scene.

FESTIVAL NEL FESTIVAL
Saturday August 8th
h 4.30 pm | Hotel Miramare
CIVITANOVA DANZA FOCUS
The dancer’s studies
The dancer’s studies is one of the fundamental elements to begin a professional career in dance. But which
are the techniques and approaches to use? Who is the Master for a dance student? What is the
contribution of private dance schools and their relationship to the professional world? To deepen this topic
the Focus will see as guests Frédéric Olivieri (director of the ballet school of the Teatro alla Scala academy),
Paola Vismara (teacher at the ballet school of the Teatro alla Scala academy), Amalia Salzano (president of
Aidaf/Federdanza Agis). Gilberto Santini leads the discussion.
h 7 pm | Lido Cluana
HAPPYDANCEHOUR!
dance‐school (students performances)

h 8.30 pm | Cecchetti Theatre
CIVITANOVA CASA DELLA DANZA
Residency project
MARA CASSIANI
JUSTICE
premiere
h 9.30 pm | Rossini Theatre
COMPAGNIE HEDDY MAALEM
ÉLOGE DU PUISSANT ROYAUME
Italian premiere
h 11.15 pm | Annibal Caro Theatre
CIVITANOVA CASA DELLA DANZA
Residency project
COLLETTIVO CINETICO
MINIBALLETTO N. 2
premiere
To end Civitanova Danza is a new Festival in the festival that follows the same structure of the first one. It
starts at the Miramare Hotel with Civitanova Danza Focus. Then Happydancehour! in the square in front of
Lido Cluana by the dance schools of the city, then at the Cecchetti Theatre is the time of Justice by Mara
Cassiani premiering after a residency placed within the project Civitanova Casa della Danza. The dance
marathon continues at the Rossini Theatre with the Italian Premiere of Éloge du puissant royaume by
Heddy Maalem and ends at the Annibal Caro Theatre with the premiere of Miniballetto n.2 by Collettivo
Cinetico, another project of residency of the festival.

CIVITANOVA DANZA PER DOMANI [CAMPUS]
August 3rd – 8th
Palestra Istituto di Istruzione Superiore "Leonardo da Vinci" & Rossini Theatre
Classic‐academic & contemporary dance lessons directed by the most important international maître and
professeurs du ballet from Accademia Teatro alla Scala & Opéra de Paris
Frédéric Olivieri – director – Scuola di Ballo Accademia Teatro alla Scala
Florence Clerc – professeur du ballet – Opéra de Paris
Paola Vismara – teacher ‐ Scuola di Ballo Accademia Teatro alla Scala
Elisa Scala – teacher ‐ Scuola di Ballo Accademia Teatro alla Scala
Fabrizio Monteverde ‐ choregrapher
Artistic coordination Paola Vismara
For further information, programs and application please contact d.sepe@amat.marche.it
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